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Abstract: Human workers need to cope with complex production settings when handling and
monitoring cyber-physical production systems. Assistive systems can provide situational step-by-step
support for human behavior, e.g., when interacting with a machine or for manual assembly. These
systems need to take personal knowledge, workers skills or personal restrictions into account and
are therefore subject to privacy concerns. However, the engineering of such interactive assistive
systems within the production domain is a complex task as they might support critical functionality in
dangerous environments and have a high need for safety and privacy considerations due to processing
personal data. We want to investigate how the software engineering process of assistive systems in
production can be improved to achieve higher reusability. Current research focuses on specific use
cases and implements systems specifically for those needs without reusability in mind. We suggest
using behavior and context models in a generative approach, to create a reusable method to engineer
assistive systems for production environments, either as own applications or as services integrated
within digital twins. We have already applied model-driven methods for assistive systems in the smart
home domain and discuss the opportunities and challenges of an application of these methods for the
production domain. These methods can facilitate the engineering of assistive functionalities within
applications in production while meeting privacy, adaptability, and context-sensitivity requirements.
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Novel Directions Talk

Motivation. The need for assistive systems in manufacturing grows due to a high complexity
of tasks [LL12] and a large variety of products, production systems and tools [Fa22]
resulting from mass customization. The engineering of interactive assistive systems within
the production domain is challenging as they might support critical functionality in
dangerous environments and have a high need for safety and privacy considerations due
to the processing of personal data about human behavior. In research, current approaches
assist employees on the shop floor [Ul16], use AR to assist manufacturing tasks such as
assembly guidance or the inspection and evaluation of the machining processes before
performing real machining [NO13], or use process models to visualize instructions for service
operations [UFH19]. Current development approaches for assistive systems supporting
human interactions (1) suggest mainly hand-written systems or (2) are not generalizable.
The systems and graphical user interfaces must be newly developed for every use case.
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Other model-based development approaches support only certain use cases and are not
generalizable.
Research question. Thus, we want to investigate how the software engineering process of
assistive systems in production can be improved to achieve a higher reusability. We believe
that the use of behavior and context models in a generative approach is a purposeful method
to realize the engineering of reusable assistive systems for production environments, either
as standalone applications or as services integrated into digital twins.
Assistive Systems. There are three main aspects that constitute an assistive system [Hö19]:
(1) They provide situational support for human behavior, which requires them to be
knowledgeable about situations and adaptable. (2) The support is based on information
from previously stored and real-time monitored structural context and behavior data, which
requires comprehensive models about the context as well as human behavior models.
Moreover, they need monitoring capabilities to update the current status in processes and
environment models. (3) They provide support at the moment a person needs it or asks for
it, which requires intelligent support detection and interactive components.
Generated Assistive Systems for Smart Homes. We are successfully using the generator
framework MontiGem [Ge20] to create assistive systems for smart homes supporting, e.g.,
cooking processes. Process and context models allow us to generate web-based multi-modal
user interfaces that compose supporting texts from model information and provide pictures
and audio support. We cover concepts for leading users to find or place objects using spatial
relationships and object nesting.
The Need for Generated Assistive Systems in Production. These solutions can be
transferred to other domains. Through our insights into production within the Cluster of
Excellence “Internet of Production”(IoP)2, we have noticed several areas where a generative
approach for the creation of assistive systems is needed and would be well applicable. A
generated assistive system could replace instruction manuals [SM18] for machines, which
are often outdated or missing important aspects when tools are changed for a production site.
Another area is manual assembly [HRU16], where tools have their fixed place and finding
them in the right order or learning changed processes can be supported by training. Moreover,
assistive systems can provide ergonomic support, e.g., when using data from working posture
analysis [HMB18] or when monitoring the employees’ mental workload [Pü22].
Challenges. When transferring model-based and generative concepts for the engineering of
assistive systems to the production domain, we face several challenges.
•

High amount of relevant contextual information: The meta-model for context information can be defined on an abstraction level which allows to reuse it for different use
cases and domains [MS17]. However, the set-up of context-sensitive assistive systems
is time consuming when we need to cover a high number of context objects. Methods
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such as semantic annotation of user manuals [SM18] may fasten this process but
further research, e.g., on digital shadows [Be21], or using controlled natural language
in domain-specific modeling languages is needed to improve the set-up.
•

High heterogeneity of user interfaces: Assistive systems in production could exist
in loud environments, users could not be able to read screens from their working
position or due to their movement. Thus, generated assistive systems have to cover
various multi-modal user interfaces on different devices to be reusable.

•

Adaptability to personal needs: Assistive systems need to cover a high diversity
of personal needs, e.g., human abilities, their work and learning history [UFH19],
personal restrictions [Lu21], or the stress level, and to be adaptable to these needs.
Specific needs [Gr21] within the production domain have to be further analyzed and
we have to develop methods to incorporate these needs into models usable in the
generation process of assistive systems.

•

Privacy needs: Every assistive system needs a certain amount of personal data to be
accepted by users, e.g., to be adaptable and adjustable to user preferences. Assistive
systems have to consider privacy-by-design principles. Model-based approaches for
privacy preservation such as [Mi19] could be incorporated into assistive systems to
make sure that the data is used purposefully.

Conclusion. Model-driven software engineering can facilitate the engineering of assistive
functionalities in manufacturing applications while meeting the requirements for privacy,
adaptability and context sensitivity. However, there are still several challenges to overcome
that raise new research questions for the model-based and model-driven software engineering
of assistance systems. Moreover, we need to further explore the generalizability of a modeldriven software engineering approach for the engineering of assistive systems in different
use cases.
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